
How Does Learning Happen? - Let’s Create! 

Set up materials for children to create home-made books or       

collages with their children.  Keep it simple.  Provide bold pictures 

of the city to paste. Provide paper, crayons,  marker pens and 

glue sticks.  Encourage parents to note their child’s activity,           

ie: observe, listen, and comment.  Parents can write down what 

their child says about their creation and they can take pictures to 

document the process.  

How Does Learning Happen? - Help Me Think! 

This is a great book for children who will enjoy recognizing things 

that they have seen in the city. Highlights include  the streetcar, 

the GO Train and the CN Tower.  Observe the child to see what 

captures her interest, and ask open ended questions:  

“Where do you think that streetcar is going?” 

“Have you been on a streetcar? Where did you go?”  

 Toronto ABC 

     By: Paul Covello 

      Hard cover large board book - 2014 

This is the perfect book to introduce children and adults to many great 
places to go in Toronto. The beautiful illustrations are simple and  
bright. They will appeal to babies, toddlers and children of all ages.  
And, of course, it is an Alphabet Book! 

  Branching  Out -  

making children’s books come alive! 

Let’s Discover the City 

Here is an activity for parents, and 

for older children.  Set out a paper 

map of Toronto on a table with a 

copy of Toronto ABC.   Together 

with parents, put  stickers on the 

places shown in the book. Involve 

parents in a discussion of other 

great places that they go with their 

children.    

Remind parents that the more 

experiences their children have, 

the more interests and vocabulary 

they will develop -  this leads to the 

blossoming of literacy .  Perhaps 

this activity can lead to a field trip! 

  Brought to you by Dave Page and the Early Literacy Specialist                                                
team at the Macaulay Child Development Centre 

 
Following the success and popularity of Toronto ABC, Paul Covello’s newest alphabet 
book celebrates all things Canadian. B is for Beaver, H is for Hockey, M is for Maple,    
Q is for Quebec, and Z is for Zamboni! 


